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Chapter 2900
“It’s three thousand!”

Almost the moment the people on both sides landed, in the second-story cabin, Amelia
Su and others also saw through the window George Han and the twelve death gods who
were facing each other outside.

A group of people immediately rushed to the window nervously, but they all agreed to
give Amelia Su the most front position!

Through the window, Amelia Su looked at George Han as one enemy twelve, and
Amelia Su was anxious: “Senior Sister Qin Shuang, it is really three thousand. He… he
is facing twelve death gods alone, this…”

“Qin Shuang” Senior sister, I beg you, you can help 3000, otherwise…”

Amelia Su almost stomped her feet on the spot, Qin Shuang looked out of the field, but
was surprisingly calm at this time.

For her, she is also very worried about George Han’s safety, but compared to Amelia Su,
Qin Shuang is surprisingly calm at this time. She is very clear that the current situation is
extremely complicated but also extremely important.

Any risky attack is likely to be exchanged with extremely serious consequences.

She also knew better that protecting Amelia Su seemed to be the most important task at
the moment!

“Welcome Xia, watch the changes.” Qin Shuang patted Amelia Su on the shoulder and
comforted: “This group of people has been here for a long time, and they have fought
George Han before. If George Han really can’t beat them, it will be early. I was defeated,
why wait until now?”

“Besides, there are a lot of people in black outside, but do you see those people in black
below? If I rush out, once those people in black come to commit the crime, At that time,
only Miss Su Yan’s few personal servants can resist?”

Amelia Su was very anxious when he heard Qin Shuang’s words, and Su Yan also said:
“Welcoming Xia, what Sister Qin Shuang said is not reasonable, if the time comes We
have a problem here, and George Han has to pull away to help us. Isn’t this invisibly
adding more pressure to him?”



Amelia Su looked worriedly at Qin Shuang and at Su Yan. She didn’t understand and
didn’t think of these truths, but she watched the man she loves was facing great danger.
How could she not worry? !

But the only thing she can do now is to lie next to the window, staring at everything
outside, worrying about George Han’s safety!

And in the field at this time, George Han stood up slightly, and the twelve death gods
were also opposite. there was no previous laughter, no previous arrogance, a crowd of
people waiting for everyone to hold their breath, as if they were facing an enemy.

On the contrary, it is George Han, who has a kind of feng shui rotation. The attitude of
coming to my home this year, without the doubts and strangeness of the talents, on the
contrary, his face is full of randomness and writing.

“Are you all ready? Twelve what?” George Han smiled slightly, although he was already
embarrassed, even for George Han, two consecutive attacks were a bit embarrassing,
but Han Three thousand still remained unmoved.

“Oh, twelve rubbish.” George Han smiled. Although there were no waves on his face, his
eyes were full of endless teasing.

The Qinglong became angry, and the whole person was furious, and roared: “Kill him for
me.” As

soon as the voice fell, the twelve people formed a formation, and then each had their
own strength.

Looking into the distance, each of the twelve people showed various explosive auras
running around the body, as if twelve rays of glow stood in place.

They were several meters around, and they were all moving without wind, and the sand
of the desert rolled madly and enchantingly.

On the other hand, George Han was unwavering, unstoppable, unattended, and even…
with his hands in touch, he looked at the twelve people indifferently.

“What is George Han doing?” Amelia Su was almost stomping her feet in a hurry.

Qin Shuang and Su Yan were equally confused, wondering what George Han was
doing!

Even if you don’t attack, you should at least defend, right? !

Especially the aura and coercion of the twelve death gods, even if a few of them could
feel the power of terror through the window.



And almost when they were extremely confused, the twelve people at this time passed
each other’s eyes, and the next second they attacked George Han almost at the same
time!

boom! !

Twelve Reunion One, an extremely powerful blast, struck out!

In the desert of the barren night, half of it was directly illuminated in an instant, and the
blasting beam of light went along the way, and it was full of violent sand collapse!

boom!

With a muffled sound, the beam of explosive energy hit George Han directly without any
error, and the light burst four times at a time!

“Three thousand!” Amelia Su shouted anxiously.

Qin Shuang and Su Yan couldn’t help but leaned closer to the window…

and at this moment…

Chapter 2901
George Han’s surroundings were flashing with light, and there was no way to see what
was going on inside.

The twelve death gods also looked at the explosion place. Although George Han could
not be seen, all of them were very serious.

For them, the success of this attack means a lot.

But when their spirits collapsed, suddenly, a faint sound came from the center of the
explosion.

“What?” Qinglong stared wildly at first, and the whole person was panicked.

“That guy…no?”

“The full blow of our twelve brothers is enough to kill anyone in seconds. How could he
be alive?” A

group of people looked at each other, wondering why.

At this time, George Han, who was in the center of the explosion, was in pain to the
extreme.



In spite of the indestructible profound armor and frost jade armor body, and the chaotic
energy in the body has already been activated when ordinary people seem to have done
nothing, and the golden body protection is opened, and the heavenly beasts in the body
are also faintly. To protect, George Han used all the tricks he could use for defense.

But facing the joint attack of the twelve people is still a huge challenge.

In particular, these twelve people are experienced. Almost in the first fight, they found
that they had some defensive weapons, so they used the attacks of mad dogs and night
chickens to defeat themselves from other aspects. This time, the attacks of these two
people were also It also caused huge damage to George Han.

However, George Han was by no means a fool, let alone a reckless person.

Knowing that these two people are aimed at him, how can George Han be unprepared?

At the moment when the twelve men attacked, George Han also took out the Five
Elements Divine Stone to resist.

It may be difficult for others to understand that the Five Elements God Stone is at best
an aid to repairing George Han behind the scenes. Unless there is the power of the Five
Elements to attack George Han, it can barely be used to transform and become a
defense.

At this time, it may be the wrong method to use it to block the attack of the twelve!

But George Han knew very well that since these twelve people are mainly based on the
twelve zodiac signs, and the methods they use are even more cosmic and gossip, it also
means that they belong to the earthly branch.

The five elements of Yin and Yang are connected!

The earthly branch is also the five elements! Naturally, the Five Elements God Stone
can come in handy!

The son-mouse pig is water and can be covered with soil by the five elements. The
monkey chicken is a kind of gold and can be cremated by itself.

Facts also proved that George Han’s conjecture was correct. The Five Elements God
Stone greatly resolved the opponent’s attack, but George Han also ignored a huge
problem.

Or, if you know this problem, you have to bite the bullet.

The Five Elements Divine Stone lacks the last piece of gold. The Tigers and Rabbits of
the natural wood genus attacked George Han extremely strongly. The Five Elements
Divine Stone also turned red and almost burst because of the lack of this link!



But the attack of these two people, in terms of George Han’s perverted defense, he
could eat it!

boom!

In the shocked eyes of the twelve death gods, the burst of light dissipated, and George
Han’s figure was still standing there.

“What!”

“That guy…that guy actually didn’t die?!”

“Fuck, isn’t it impossible?”

Although the twelve people have already heard the slight movement inside, the twelve
people are prepared, but When they really saw George Han still standing proudly there,
they were still shocked and panicked!

“Three thousand!” In the

room, when she saw George Han, Amelia Su was about to jump up with excitement,
tears in her anxious eyes, she was holding Qin Shuang’s hand, as if she was afraid that
Qin Shuang and the others would not See general.

Qin Shuang let out a sigh of relief. She believed that George Han would not fight an
insecure battle. She knew that she would never believe it wrong.

These two were okay. After all, they had experienced several battles between George
Han and Su Yan, but for Su Yan, she was shocked and couldn’t close her mouth for a
long time, and for a while, she was completely stupid.

This is simply heaven!

At this time, George Han, although physically embarrassed, even a lot of blood flowed
down the corners of his mouth, but he didn’t care at all, his eyes were full of murderous
intent, and his mouth was as hideous as a hell death. Smile.

“If you say you are twelve rubbish, it is twelve rubbish.” George Han smiled coldly: “The
three tricks have passed. Now, our courtesy exchanges are clear. It’s time for me to take
action.”
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